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00:06  This is a rap for irregular verbs. 

            Listen to me, and repeat the words. 

            It’s all about making them rhyme. 

            Let’s do it in English, and have a good time. 

00:18 – 00:25 ♩♩♩♩♩♩♩♩♩♩♩ 

00:25  When I say break, you say broke. [Break – broke x2]. 

            When I say speak, you say spoke. [Speak – spoke x2]. 

            When I say dream, you say dreamt. [Dream – dreamt x2]. 

            When I say mean, you say meant. [Mean – meant x2]. 

            When I say choose, you say chose. [Choose – chose x2]. 

              When I say freeze, you say froze. [Freeze – froze x2]. 

            When I say keep, you say kept. [Keep – kept x2]. 

            When I say sleep, you say slept. [Sleep – slept x2]. 

            When I say sell, you say sold. [Sell – sold x2]. 

            When I say tell, you say told. [Tell – told x2]. 

01:29  Now, let’s complicate it a little bit more. 

            Listen very carefully if you are not sure. 

01:35   Smell and spell and feel. [Smelt and spelt and felt]. 

             Drive and ride and write. [Drove and rode and wrote]. 

             Lend and send and spend. [Lent and sent and spent]. 

01:55   That was pretty good. You did ok.  

             Now, pay attention to what you have to say. 

02:01   If you draw and you fly and you grow and you know… 

            [we drew and we flew and we grew and we knew]. 

            What about “throw”? [It’s threw] It’s true! 

02:12   Ok. Now breathe. Here we go.  

02:21   Now we come to the difficult bit. 

             There are lots more verbs, so let’s hit it! 

             Begin with ring, sing, sit, swim, drink. 

            [Began, rang, sang, sat, swam, and drank]. 

02:33   Hmmm. Let’s do it again. 

             Come on, you can do it! This is nearly the end. 

02:39    Begin, ring, sing, sit, swim, and drink. 

             [Began, rang, sang, sat, swam, and drank]. 

02: 45   Ok. It’s the very last part. 

             I’m sure you can learn this rap by heart. 

02:52   If you buy and you bring and you catch and you fight… 

            [We bought and we brought and we caught and we fought]. 

02:58   Buy and bring and catch and fight. 

            [Bought and brought and caught and fought]. 

03:05   If I teach, you think... [You taught, we thought]. 

            What? [You taught, we thought].  

            Good job. That’s it. Mary G. and The Students. Nice one. We’re done! 


